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Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed �eld and f 2 k[x1; :::; xn+1]. Fix an embeddedresolution h : X ! A n+1 of f�1f0g and denote by Ei; i 2 S, the irreducible components ofh�1(f�1f0g) with multiplicity Ni in the divisor of f � h. Put also �Ei := Ei n [j 6=iEj anddenote by �( �Ei) its Euler characteristic.Several conjectures, concerning Igusa's local zeta function and the topological zeta functionof f , motivate the study of Euler characteristics associated to subsets [i2TEi of [i2SEi,which are maximal connected with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T . Hered 2 N; d > 1. We prove that if h maps [i2TEi to a point, then(�1)nXi2T �( �Ei) � 0:This generalizes a well-known result for curves. We also prove some vanishing results con-cerning the �( �Ei) for such a maximal connected subset [i2TEi and give an application onthe above mentioned zeta functions, yielding some con�rmation of the holomorphy conjecturefor those zeta functions.
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Introduction(0.1) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn+1] and �x an embedded resolution h : X ! A n+1 of f�1f0g.Denote by Ei; i 2 S; the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) with multiplicities Ni inthe divisor of f � h. Put also �Ei := Ei n [j 6=iEj .(0.2) For curves (n=1) let ki denote the number of intersection points of Ei with otherEj ; j 2 S. The following is essentially known. (We suppose that no Ei is created by a sillyblowing{up in a smooth point of f�1f0g.)Proposition [V, Lemma 2.3]. To any exceptional curve E0 with k0 = 1 we can associater > 1 and a path
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............. ............. .......... ........................................................................ ....................................: : :E0 E1 E2 Er�1 Erin the resolution graph, where all Ei are exceptional curves, such that(1) ki = 2 for i = 1; : : : ; r � 1 and kr > 3; and(2) N0jNi for all i = 1; : : : ; r.Suppose for simplicity that f�1f0g is reduced. Then the following implies the proposi-tion above.Assertion. Take some d 2 N ; d > 1. If [i2TEi is a maximal connected subset of [i2SEiwith respect to the property that Ei is an exceptional curve and djNi for all i 2 T , thenXi2T �( �Ei) 6 0 :Here �(�) denotes the (complex) Euler{Poincar�e characteristic. Remark that an excep-tional curve Ei is isomorphic to P1, so �( �Ei) = 2� ki.(0.3) We will in fact prove the following generalization of (0.2) in all dimensions. Fur-thermore our proof is conceptual in the sense that it doesn't require h to be a compositionof blowing{ups. 2



Theorem (x3). Suppose that f�1f0g is reduced and take d 2 N ; d > 1. If [i2TEi �h�1f0g is a maximal connected subset of [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNifor all i 2 T , then (�1)nXi2T �( �Ei) > 0 :(The fact that h maps [i2TEi to a point implies that all Ei; i 2 T; are proper exceptionalvarieties.)A motivation for this theorem are several conjectures relating Igusa's local zeta functionand the topological zeta function of f to the monodromy of f�1f0g. Philosophically Eiwith (�1)n�( �Ei) < 0 are expected to be `compensated' by Ei with (�1)n�( �Ei) > 0. See[V] for a result for curves.(0.4) We also prove (in x4) some vanishing results concerning the �( �Ei) for a connectedsubset [i2TEi with djNi for all i 2 T . Moreover we do not restrict to C but worksimultaneously over a ground�eld of arbitrary characteristic.(0.5) Finally we give an application of those vanishing results on the above mentionedzeta functions. More precisely suppose that d 2 N n f0g does not divide the order ofany eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at 0. Let [i2TEi � h�1f0g be a maximalconnected subset of [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T . If allNi; i 2 T; are mutually di�erent and the Ei; i 2 T; satisfy a certain a�neness condition,then [i2TEi does not contribute to the topological zeta function of f or to `almost all'Igusa's local zeta functions of f . See x5 for exact statements.
1. Preliminaries(1.1) Let k denote either C or an algebraic closure Faq of the �nite �eld with q elements.We �x a non{constant polynomial f 2 k[x1; : : : ; xn+1], determining a hypersurface f�1f0gin A n+1(k), which we suppose to be reduced. See Remark 3.6 for general f . Just tosimplify notation we also suppose that f(0) = 0.Let h : X ! A n+1 be an embedded resolution (of singularities) of f�1f0g. (If k = Cthen (X; h) always exists for any f by Hironaka's Main Theorem [H], and if k = Faq we justsuppose some (X; h) to be given. See also x5 for `reduction mod P ' of a characteristic zerosituation.) We denote the (reduced) irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) by Ei; i 2 S;and their multiplicities in the divisor of f � h by Ni; i.e. (f � h) = Pi2S NiEi. Now ifk = Faq we furthermore suppose (X; h) to be a tame resolution, i.e. q is prime to Ni for3



each i 2 S.The Ei consist of exceptional varieties and of irreducible components of the strict transformof f�1f0g; the last ones have Ni = 1.We put �Ei := Ei n [j 6=iEj , EI := \i2IEi and �EI := EI n [j =2IEj for any ; 6= I � S.Nearby cycles.(1.2) Fix any prime ` 6 j q and let Q à denote an algebraic closure of the `{adic numbers.For any scheme V of �nite type over k we denote by H �(V ) its singular cohomology groupsH �(V; C ), respectively its `{adic cohomology groups H �(V;Q à ).We abbreviate by R	 the complex of nearby cycles R	f�h(C ) or R	f�h(Q à) onh�1(f�1f0g) and denote by 	j its cohomology sheaves, see [SGA 7, Expos�es XIII{XIV].Let also F0 denote the (local) Milnor�ber of f at 0(2 A n+1), and I the local monodromygroup of A 1(k) at 0. (If k = C then I �= Z.)The monodromy group I acts on F0, R	 and various associated cohomology objects.By an eigenvalue of monodromy of f at 0 we mean any eigenvalue of the action of I onany cohomology group H �(F0). It is well known that those eigenvalues are roots of unity[SGA7, Expos�e I].We also recall the following fundamental facts.1.3. Proposition [SGA 7, Expos�e I Th�eor�eme 3.3] [S, Proposition 6]. Fix any ; 6= I � S.(i) All 	j ; j > 0; are lisse on �EI .(ii) There exists an isomorphism 	j �= 	0 
 ĵMIon �EI , compatible with the action of I. Here MI is the kernel of the linear map (zi)i2I 7!Pi2I Nizi on C I or (Q à)I ; so dimMI = jIj � 1.(iii) For any (closed) point s 2 �EI we have that	0s �= C DI ; respectively 	0s �= (Q à)DI ;where DI is a �nite set on which I acts transitively, and jDI j is equal to the largestcommon divisor of the Ni; i 2 I.Remark. The isomorphism in (ii) is not canonical; it becomes canonical if instead of MIwe write its Tate twist MI(�1). We will not use this more general statement.(1.4) Since h is proper and birational we have by [SGA7, Expos�e XIII 2.1.7.1] thatHi(F0) �= H i(h�1f0g; R	) :4



Isotopic components(1.5) For any d 2 N with d > 1, and in positive characteristic also with d prime to q,we choose a character { : I ! C � , respectively { : I ! (Q à )� of order d.(1.6) For any �nite dimensional C {, respectively Q à{vectorspace, constructible sheaf, or(eventually shifted) perverse sheaf F on which I acts we denote by F{ the {{unipotentpart of F , i.e. the maximal subobject in the corresponding category on which I acts like {times a unipotent action. One can show that for (perverse) sheaves taking the {{unipotentpart commutes with taking (hyper{)cohomology groups.(1.7) We motivate this constructions by the following strategy. If djNi for all i 2 T � Swe will prove in Proposition 2.2 thatXi2T �( �Ei) =Xi (�1)i dimH i([i2TEi; R	{) :Then the crucial result (Corollary 3.4) is that, when T satis�es the conditions of our maintheorem, we have H i([i2TEi; R	{) = 0 if i 6= n :
2. Euler characteristics and hypercohomology.From now on we �x d 2 N as in (1.5) and its associated character {.2.1. Lemma. (i) We have that (	j){ = 0 on [d6 jNiEi for all j > 0.(ii) On any EI for which djNi for all i 2 I, we have that (	0){ is lisse of rank one, andthat (	j){ �= (�(	0){�(jIj�1j ) if j 6 jIj � 10 if j > jIj � 1 :Proof. Using the notation of Proposition 1.3(iii) we clearly have that d 6 j jDI j , EI �[d6 jNiEi. Since I acts transitively on DI we have that (	0){ = 0 on any EI � [d6 jNiEiand that the rank of (	0){ is one on any EI as in (ii).The statements for j > 0 follow immediately from Proposition 1.3(ii). �Further on �(:; :) and �c(:; :) denote respectively ordinary and compactly supportedEuler{Poincar�e characteristic; in particular �(:) = �(:; C ) or �(:) = �(:;Q à).5



2.2. Proposition. If djNi for all i 2 T , thenXi2T �( �Ei) =Xi (�1)i dimH i([i2TEi; R	{) :Proof. Denote M := [i2TEi. The ({{unipotent part of the) spectral sequence of hyper-cohomology yields(i) Xi (�1)i dim H i(M;R	{) =Xi;j (�1)i+j dimHi(M; (	j){) :We partition M into the locally closed subsets �E<k> := S I�TjIj=k �EI . Then by Lemma 2.1we can describe (	j){ on M as(	j){j �E<k+1> �= ( [(	0){](kj) if 0 6 j 6 k0 if 0 6 k < j :So �(M; (	j){) =Pk>j �c( �E<k+1>; (	j){) =Pk>j �kj��c( �E<k+1>; (	0){). ThenXi;j (�1)i+j dimHi(M; (	j){) =Xj (�1)jXk>j�kj��c( �E<k+1>; (	0){)=Xk>024 kXj=0(�1)j�kj�35�c( �E<k+1>; (	0){)= �c( �E<1>; (	0){) :Since (	0){ is lisse of rank one on �E<1> = [i2T �Ei we have that �c( �E<1>; (	0){) =�c([i2T �Ei). Using Poincar�e duality we �nally obtain(ii) Xi;j (�1)i+j dimHi(M; (	j){) =Xi2T �( �Ei) :Combining (i) and (ii) we are done. �
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3. Vanishing of hypercohomology.(3.1) We now �x the data for Theorem 3.5.Let M := [i2TEi � h�1f0g be a maximal connected subset of [i2SEi with respect to theproperty that djNi for all i 2 T .Remark that then all Ei; i 2 T; must be proper exceptional varieties.3.2. Lemma. H i(M;R	{) = 0 for i > n.Proof. SinceM is maximal we have that d 6 j Nj for all Ej; j 2 SnT; which have a nonemptyintersection withM . Then by Lemma 2.1(i) it is clear that (	j){ = 0 onM nS;6=I�T �EI =M \Sj2SnT Ej for all j > 0. So the spectral sequence of hypercohomology yieldsH i(M n [;6=I�T �EI ; R	{) = 0 for all i > 0 :Applying the Mayer{Vietoris sequence for h�1f0g =M [ (h�1f0gnS;6=I�T �EI) we obtainH i(M;R	{) � H i (h�1f0g; R	{) = Hi(F0){(1.4), which proves the lemma since Hi(F0) = 0 for i > n; see for example [SGA7, Expos�eI Th�eor�eme 4.2]. �Remark. This result generalizes an idea of Denef; the special case where jT j = 1 is men-tioned in the proof of [D4, Lemma 5.1].3.3. Proposition. �H i(M;R	{) �= H 2n�i(M;R	{�1).(Here� denotes taking the dual vector space.)Proof. Let � : M ! Spec k denote the structure map of M and " the injection M ,!h�1(f�1f0g). By de�nition of hypercohomology we have that�H i (M;R	{) = �Hi(R��"�R	{) :This is tautologically isomorphic to H�i(DR��"�R	{) �= H�i(R��R"!DR	{), whereD denotes the Verdier dual1 in the appropriate derived categories. Now DR	 ' R	[2n]1Concretely on any scheme V of �nite type over k with structure map � : V ! Spec k the Verdierdual is de�ned as D(�) := RHom(�;R�!k). With this normalization we have on a smooth V thatDk = k[2 dimV ]. 7



(see for example [B] over C and [Il, Th�eor�eme 4.2] for the proof of O. Gabber in positivecharacteristic) and then it is not di�cult to verify thatDR	{ ' R	{�1 [2n] :Furthermore we claim that(�) R"!R	{�1 ' "�R	{�1 :Then �H i (M;R	{) �= H�i(R��"�R	{�1[2n]) �= H2n�i(R��"�R	{�1) which is by de�ni-tion H 2n�i(M;R	{�1).Proof of claim (�). We decompose " asM �,!M [ ([s2J �Es) �,! h�1(f�1f0g) ;where J = fs 2 Sjs =2 T and Es \M 6= ;g ranges over the Es that intersect M . Then �is closed and � is open. So(i) R"!R	{�1 ' R�!��R	{�1 :We now consider (in the derived category of complexes of sheaves with bounded con-structible cohomology) the exact triangle��R�!K �! K �! Rj�j�K +1�!associated to K := ��R	{�1 and M �,! M [ ([s2J �Es) j - [s2J �Es. By Lemma 2.1(i) wehave that j�K ' 0. So ��R�!K ' K, which implies that R�!K ' ��K, i.e.(ii) R�!��R	{�1 ' "�R	{�1 :The claim follows from (i) and (ii). �3.4. Corollary. H i(M;R	{) = 0 for i 6= n.Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, since the last is obviouslyalso valid for {�1. �Joining this corollary to Proposition 2.1 we obtain our positivity theorem.8



3.5. Theorem. Take d 2 N with d > 1, and in positive characteristic also with d primeto q. If [i2TEi � h�1f0g is a maximal connected subset of [i2SEi with respect to theproperty that djNi for all i 2 T , then(�1)nXi2T �( �Ei) > 0 :3.6. Remark. (i) If f = 0 is not necessarily reduced let f =Qj2J fNjj be the decompo-sition of f in irreducible elements. Then all our preceding and forthcoming results remaintrue if instead of d > 1 we take d such that it does not divide any Nj ; j 2 J; for which0 2 ffj = 0g.(ii) We can extend our results further to the following data : replace A n+1 by any nonsin-gular variety V and f by a non{constant regular function on V .(3.7) Theorem 3.5 is in general not true if dimh([i2TEi) > 0; now in view of connectionswith monodromy it is more natural to study the �( �Ei \ h�1f0g), see [A, Theorem 3].Consider for example the easy case where f depends only on x1; : : : ; xn+1�r; sayf(x1; : : : ; xn+1) = g(x1; : : : ; xn+1�r). Via the natural embedding A n+1�r ,! A n+1 wehave g�1f0g = f�1f0g \ A n+1�r and f�1f0g �= g�1f0g � A rWe now suppose that the resolution (X; h) of f�1f0g is derived in the obvious wayfrom a resolution (X 0; h0) of g�1f0g with associated irreducible components E0i; i 2 T;of h0�1(g�1f0g). So in particularX 0 = X \ h�1(A n+1�r ) ; X �= X 0 � A r ;E0i = Ei \X 0 ; Ei �= E0i � A r :Proposition. Take d as in Theorem 3.5 and let [i2TEi be a maximal connected subsetof [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T . If [i2TE0i � h0�1f0g then(�1)n�rXi2T �( �Ei \ h�1f0g) > 0 :Proof. Since h�1f0g � X 0 we have for all i 2 T that �Ei \ h�1f0g = �E0i \ h0�1f0g = �E0i.Then the statement is just Theorem 3.5 applied to g, (X 0; h0) and [i2TE0i. �One can eventually generalize these ideas to the case where 0 has an open neighbourhoodV in A n+1 which satis�es (compatible) isomorphismsV �= B � I and f�1f0g \ V �= (f�1f0g \B)� Ifor some `transversal slice' B of V . 9



4. Nullity of Euler{characteristicsWe still �x d 2 N as in (1.5) and its associated character {.(4.1) We say that an exceptional variety Ej; j 2 S; for which djNj satis�es the a�nenesscondition if Ej n [d6 jNiEi is a�ne.Here we should remark that in concrete examples and for �xed d a lot of exceptionalvarieties satisfy this a�neness condition. It is neither a generic nor a special condition butsomething `in between'.(4.2) We have in the de�nition above that the restriction of (	0){ to Ej is a local systemon Ej n[d6 jNiEi and vanishes elsewhere. When Ej satis�es the a�neness condition we canprove remarkable results concerning the �( �EI), where EI � Ej and djNi for all i 2 I.We �rst consider the easy case when only one other Ei with djNi intersects Ej in C :=Ei\Ej . If Ej satis�es the a�neness condition then �Ej[ �C is a�ne and so Hk(Ej; (	0){) �=Hkc ( �Ej [ �C; (	0){) = 0 for k < n. Then by Poincar�e duality and [SGA412 , Sommes Trig.1.19.1] we have that Hk(Ej; (	0){) = 0 also for k > n.Now since �Ej [ �C is a�ne also its closed subvariety �C is a�ne and so analogouslyHk(C; (	0){) = Hkc ( �C; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= n�1. Using the exact sequence of cohomologywith compact support we have the exact sequence0! Hn�1(C; (	0){)! Hnc ( �Ej ; (	0){)! Hn(Ej; (	0){)! 0and Hkc ( �Ej ; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= n:So there is a remarkable implication�( �Ej) = 0) Hnc ( �Ej ; (	0){) = 0) Hn�1(C; (	0){) = Hn�1c ( �C; (	0){) = 0) �( �C) = 0 :The following proposition generalizes these ideas.4.3. Proposition. Fix Ej ; j 2 S; with djNj and satisfying the a�neness condition (4.1).(i) For all I � S such that EI � Ej and djNi for all i 2 I we have that8<:Hk(EI ; (	0){) = 0Hkc ( �EI ; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= n� jIj+ 1 = dimEI :10



In particular Hkc ( �Ej ; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= n.(ii) If �( �Ej) = 0 then for all I in (i) we have that �( �EI) = 0.Proof. (i) Denote B := [d6 jNiEi. The a�neness condition implies that all EI nB are a�neand hence that(1) Hk(EI ; (	0){) �= Hkc (EI nB; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= dimEIby Poincar�e duality and [SGA412 , Sommes Trig. 1.19.1].Denote J := fI � SjEI � Ej and djNi for all i 2 Ig and �x some I 2 J . Usingrepeatedly the Mayer{Vietoris exact sequence or the appropriate spectral sequence we haveby (1) that(2a) Hn�jIj( [J!IjJj=jIj+1EJ ; (	0){) �=MJ!IHdimEJ (EJ ; (	0){)and(2b) Hk( [J!IjJj=jIj+1EJ ; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= n� jIj :Then (1) and (2b) imply the exact sequence(3a) 0! Hn�jIj( [J!IjJj=jIj+1EJ ; (	0){)! HdimEIc ( �EI ; (	0){)! HdimEI (EI ; (	0){)! 0and(3b) Hkc ( �EI ; (	0){) = 0 for k 6= dimEI :(ii) We have the implications�( �Ej) = 0) Hnc ( �Ej ; (	0){) = 0 by (3b) with I = fjg) Hn�1( [J3jjJj=2EJ ; (	0){) = 0 by (3a) with I = fjg) MJ!fjgHdimEJ (EJ ; (	0){) = 0 by (2a) with I = fjg) Hn�jIj( [J!IjJj=jIj+1EJ ; (	0){) = 0 for any I 2 J again by (2a)) HdimEIc ( �EI ; (	0){) = 0 for any I 2 J by (3a)) �( �EI) = 0 for any I 2 J by (3b) : �11



4.4. Theorem. Let Ei; i 2 T; be exceptional varieties with djNi for all i 2 T and suchthat [i2TEi is connected. If all but eventually one Ei; i 2 T; satisfy the a�neness condition(4.1), then we have the implication�( �Ei) = 0 for all i 2 T ) �( �EI) = 0 for all ; 6= I � T :Proof. Immediate from Proposition 4.3(ii). �4.5. Conjectural remark. We expect the following to be true if furthermore the resolution(X; h) is required to be some (not yet determined) `good' resolution, certainly `withoutsuperuous blowing{ups'. Take d 2 N as in (1.5). If [i2TEi � h�1f0g is a maximalconnected subset of [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T , then wehave the implication�( �Ei) = 0 for all i 2 T ) �( �EI) = 0 for all ; 6= I � T :(4.6) In the next section we will give an application of Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.7below on the topological zeta function and on Igusa's local zeta function. The conditionon d in Proposition 4.7 is part of the holomorphy conjecture for those zeta functions, see(5.4) and (5.12).4.7. Proposition. Suppose that d does not divide the order (as root of unity) of anyeigenvalue of monodromy of f at 0. Let [i2TEi � h�1f0g be a maximal connected subsetof [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T . If all Ni; i 2 T; are mutuallydi�erent, then �( �Ei) = 0 for all i 2 T .Proof. Let F0 denote the Milnor�ber of f at 0(2 A n+1). The condition on d implies thatfor all k > 0 we have Hk(F0){ = 0and hence by (1.4) also H k (h�1f0g; R	{) = 0 :Applying the Mayer{Vietoris exact sequence (as in the proof of Lemma 3.2) yieldsH k ([i2TEi; R	{) = 0 for all k > 0 and so (Proposition 2.2)(1) Xi2T �( �Ei) = 0 :Consider now for each r 2 N n f0g (such that rd 6 maxi2T Ni) its associated character{r of order rd. Again by the condition on d we have for all k > 0 that Hk(F0){r = 0 andwe can derive analogously that(r) Xi2Tr �( �Ei) = 0 ;12



where Tr is any connected component of [ i2TrdjNiEi. Now the equalities (1) to (r) easilyimply the stated result, assuming that the Ni; i 2 T; are mutually di�erent. �4.8. Remark. In Proposition 4.7 the condition that all Ni; i 2 T; are di�erent can beweakened to the more general but less elegant condition that for each r and for everyconnected component C of [ i2TrdjNiEi we have that C n ([ i2Trd>NiEi) is irreducible.4.9. Conjectural remark. Again if (X; h) is required to be some `good' resolution we expectthe statement of Proposition 4.7 to be true in general, i.e. without requiring the Ni; i 2 T;to be di�erent. 5. Application on zeta functions(5.1) In the data of (1.1) we denote for any i 2 S by �i � 1 the multiplicity of Ei in thedivisor of h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn+1); i.e. the canonical divisor on X is Pi2S(�i � 1)Ei.5.2. De�nition [DL, x3]. To f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn+1] and r 2 N n f0g is associated thetopological zeta function Z(r)top(s) = XI�S8i2I:rjNi �( �EI)Yi2I 1�i + sNifor s 2 C . The remarkable fact that this expression does not depend on the chosenresolution is proved by expressing Z(r)top(s) as a limit of Igusa's local zeta functions.(5.3) So when r divides no Ni at all then Z(r)top(s) is holomorphic on C . Now the Niare not intrinsically associated to f�1f0g; but the order of any eigenvalue of the localmonodromy on f�1f0g divides some Ni (see [A, Theorem 3] and [D4, Lemma 4.6]). Thefollowing conjecture of Denef is motivated by this observation.5.4. Conjecture. If d 2 N n f0g does not divide the order (as root of unity) of anyeigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g, then Z(r)top(s) is holomorphicon C for all r such that djr.(5.5) For curves (n = 1) we actually proved this conjecture (as well as Conjecture 5.12)in [V], using the following crucial result. Suppose that (X; h) is the canonical resolutionof f�1f0g in A 2 and that d satis�es the assumption of Conjecture 5.4. Then a maximal13



connected subset [i2TEi of [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 Tconsists of just one exceptional curve Ei0 , furthermore satisfying �( �Ei0) = 0.Hence for djr such a `maximal subset' Ei0 does not contribute to Z(r)top(s), i.e.�( �Ei0) 1�i0 + sNi0 = 0 :Now for n > 2 such a maximal subset [i2TEi can be quite arbitrarily complicated andthere is certainly no restriction on jT j. The following proposition generalizes this non{contribution result to arbitrary dimensions when certain conditions are imposed on theEi; i 2 T .5.6. Proposition. Suppose that d 2 N n f0g does not divide the order of any eigenvalueof the local monodromy of f at 0. Let [i2TEi � h�1f0g be a maximal connected subsetof [i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T .If all Ni; i 2 T; are mutually di�erent and all but eventually one Ei; i 2 T; satisfy thea�neness condition (4.1), then [i2TEi does not contribute to Z(r)top(s) for djr; i.e.X;6=I�T �( �EI)Yi2I 1�i + sNi = 0 :Proof. Immediate by Proposition 4.7 and Theorem 4.4. �(5.7) We will conclude by the analogue of Conjecture 5.4 and Proposition 5.6 for Igusa'slocal zeta function. We �rst introduce this object.Let K be a �nite extension of the �eld Qp of p{adic numbers, R the valuation ring ofK, P the maximal ideal of R, and �K = R=P the residue �eld with cardinality q. Forz 2 K we denote by ord z 2 Z [ f+1g its valuation, jzj = q� ord z its absolute value, andac(z) = z�� ord z its angular component, where � is a �xed uniformizing parameter for R.Let g(x) 2 K[x]; x = (x1; : : : ; xn+1); be a non{constant polynomial over K, and� : R� ! C � a character of R�, the group of units of R. (We formally put �(0) = 0.) Tothese data one associates Igusa's local zeta function, which is the meromorphic continuationto C of Z�(s) = ZRn+1 �(ac g(x))jg(x)jsjdxjfor Re s > 0, where jdxj denotes the Haar measure on Kn+1, normalized such that Rn+1has measure 1. Igusa [Ig] showed that it is a rational function of q�s.There is a formula for Z�(s) in terms of an embedded resolution of g�1f0g which issimilar to the expression of Z(r)top(s), see Theorem 5.10.14



(5.8) From now on we suppose that f is de�ned over some number �eld F ; so wecan de�ne Igusa's local zeta function of f with respect to any completion K of F . Wefurthermore suppose that � is induced by a character � : �K� = F�q ! C � of order d. (Soin particular dj(q � 1).)Fixing an embedding of C in Q à we can consider � as a character � : F�q ! (Q à )�. SinceF�q is a quotient of the arithmetical local monodromy group G of A 1(Fq ) at 0, we can extend� to G and then consider its restriction to I. So � induces a character { : I ! (Q à)�,which we take as the { of (1.5). See [D4, (2.1)] for more details.(5.9) We choose the embedded resolution (X; h) of (1.1) such that it is (scheme{theoretically) de�ned over K and we furthermore suppose that it has tame good reductionmod P , see [D1, x2] or [D3, (3.2)]. (If we choose (X; h) to be de�ned over the number�eld F itself we have tame good reduction for almost all completions K.)We denote the reduction mod P of f; h;X and the Ei; i 2 S; respectively by �f; �h; �X and�Ei. Then also the embedded resolution ( �X
Faq ; �h
Faq ) of �f�1f0g
Faq can be considered asa case of the data of (1.1). More precisely the irreducible components of �h�1( �f�1f0g)
Faqare the connected components of the �Ei 
 Faq ; i 2 S; and they have multiplicity Ni in thedivisor of ( �f � �h) 
 Faq on �X, see [D1, xx2{3]. A combination of [D2, Theorem 2.2 andProposition 3.1] and [D4, Lemma 2.3.3] yields the following formula for Z�(s) in terms ofthese data.5.10. Theorem. For f; � and { as in (5.8) we have thatZ�(s) = q�(n+1)XI�S cIYi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1with cI =Xk (�1)k Tr(Frob; Hkc ( ��EI 
 Faq ; (	0){)) ;where Frob 2 Gal(Faq ; Fq ) is the geometric Frobenius.Remark. We can restrict the sommation above to subsets I for which djNi for all i 2 I,since (	0){j �EI
Faq = 0 for the other I (Lemma 2.1(i)).5.11. Theorem. Suppose that d 2 N n f0g does not divide the order of any eigenvalue ofthe local monodromy of f at 0. Let [i2TEi � h�1f0g be a maximal connected subset of[i2SEi with respect to the property that djNi for all i 2 T .If all Ni; i 2 T; are mutually di�erent and all but eventually one �Ei 
 Faq ; i 2 T; satisfythe a�neness condition (4.1), then we have thatX;6=I�T cIYi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 = 0 :15



Proof. By Proposition 4.7 we have that �( �Ei) = 0 for all i 2 T . Now since each Ei; i 2 T; isproper we have that �( �Ei) = �( ��EI
Faq ). Then Proposition 4.3 applied to the �Ei
Faq ; i 2 T;yields that Hkc ( ��EI 
 Faq ; (	0){)) = 0 for all ; 6= I � T and all k, so all cI vanish. �(5.11) This result yields some con�rmation for the holomorphy conjecture for Igusa'slocal zeta function.5.12. Conjecture [D4, (4.3)]. If f(x) is de�ned over a number �eld F � C , thenfor almost all completions K of F (i.e. for all except a �nite number) we have thefollowing : if the order of � does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the (com-plex) local monodromy of f at any complex point of f�1f0g, then Z�(s) is holomorphicon C . References[A] N. A'Campo, La fonction zeta d'une monodromie, Comment. Math. Helv. 50 (1975), 233{248.[B] J.{L. Brylinski, Transformations canoniques, dualit�e projective, th�eorie de Lefschetz, transfor-mations de Fourier et sommes trigonom�etriques, Ast�erisque 140{141, 1986.[D1] J. Denef, On the degree of Igusa's local zeta function, Amer. J. Math. 109 (1987), 991{1008.[D2] J. Denef, Local zeta functions and Euler characteristics, Duke Math. J. 63 (1991), 713{721.[D3] J. Denef, Report on Igusa's local zeta function, S�em. Bourbaki 741, Ast�erisque 201/202/203(1991), 359{386.[D4] J. Denef, Degree of local zeta functions and monodromy, Compositio Math. 89, 2 (1994), 207{216.[DL] J. Denef and F. Loeser, Caract�eristiques d'Euler{Poincar�e, Fonctions Zeta locales, et modi�ca-tions analytiques, J. Amer. Math. Soc. 5, 4 (1992), 705{720.[H] H. Hironaka, Resolution of singularities of an algebraic variety over a �eld of characteristiczero, Ann. Math. 79 (1964), 109{326.[Ig] J. Igusa, Complex powers and asymptotic expansions I, J. Reine Angew. Math. 268/269 (1974),110{130; II, ibid. 278/279 (1975), 307{321.[Il] L. Illusie, Autour du th�eor�eme de monodromie locale, pr�epublication 92{65 de l'Universit�e deParis{Sud.[M] J. Milnor, Singular points of complex hypersurfaces, Princeton Univ. Press, 1968.[S] T. Saito, �{factor of a tamely rami�ed sheaf on a variety, Invent. Math. 113, 2 (1993), 389{417.[SGA4 12 ] P. Deligne, Cohomologie �etale, Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 569, Springer, 1977.[SGA7] A. Grothendieck, P. Deligne and N. Katz, Groupes de Monodromie en G�eom�etrie Alg�ebrique I,Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 288, Springer, 1972; II, ibid., vol. 340, 1973.[V] W. Veys, Holomorphy of local zeta functions for curves, Math. Ann. 295 (1993), 635{641.
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